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Roberta Peters To Open Concert Series
Concert Be
Given In
Field House

Three Clemson Students
Win Engineering Awards
O'Byrne, Wise, Dempsey Awarded
Cash Scholarships By Industries

The Clemson College Concert Series will present th*
first number of the 1952-53
season with a concert by Roberta Peters, coloratura soprano, in the Field House at
8:00 p. m. on Wednesday, October 15.

Three substantial scholarships sponsored by two industrial concerns were recently awarded to Clemson engineering students.

C. A. GIBSON

DR. R. F. POOLE

CHARLES DANIEL

Phi Psi Awards Three
Honorary Textile Degrees
Poole, Daniel And Gibson Are
Tiger Subscriptions
Honored At Banquet Held Tuesday Expire This Week
Three prominent South Carolinians were awarded hon.For the past month IPTAY
orary degrees by the Phi Psi textile fraternity at Clemson members have been receiving
College on Tuesday night. They have been active in the their copies of The Tiger on
educational, construction and manufacturing aspects of subscriptions which are no longer i* effect. This is the last
textiles in the state for some time.
The three men honored were:
Dr. Robert F. Poole, president of
Clemson; Charles £. Daniel, president of the Danve.l Construction
Company of £ieerdville; and
Charles A. GiV*011. ^president of
the Poe Maniiactfaring Company
of Green-vi?e and Calhoun Mills
of Calhoun'Falls, and also president of the South Carolina Textile Manufacturers Association.
The degrees were conferred by
Phi Psi's grand president. Earl
Heard, vice-president and director
of research of the West Point
Manufacturing Company of Shawmutt, Ala.
The presentation took place at
a banquet held by the college's
Iota chapter at 7:00 o'clock Tuesday in the Clemson House.
Phi Psi was established at
the Philadelphia Textile Institute in 1902. It now has nine
active chapters at textile
schools in the East and South
and twelve alumni chapters
with a combined membership
of 3,000.
John T. Wigingon, director of
technical services for the American Cotton Manufacturers Institute at Clemson, is executive secretary of the fraternity.
Officers of Clemson's Iota

Dr. Crouch Will
Be Guest Speaker
At Lions Club
Dr. Sidney J. L. Crouch, head
of the Religious Department,
Clemson College and minister of
the Fort Hill Presbyterian Church,
will be the guest speaker of the
Clemson Lions Club at 7 p. m.
tonight at the Clemson House.
His subject will be "The United
Nations." W. L. Mauldin, club
president, will preside.
Ten foreign students enrolled
in Clemson are invited as guests
of the Lions.

Dr. Sams Elected To
Directors Post In
Engineering Council
Dr. J. H. Sams, dean of the
School of Engineering, was elected director of the southern zone
for the National Council of State
Board of Engineering Examiners
at a meeting of the group held in
Colorado Springs, Colorado, last
month.
The National Council is made
up of 52 state and territorial
boards of engineering examiners.
Its southern zone includes twelve
southern states from North Carolina through Texas and also
Puerto Rico.
Dean Sams is chairman of the
South Carolina State Board of
Engineering Examiners.

chapter are Vernon Williams, textile manufacturing senior of Clemson, president; Leonard Boyd,
textile manufacturing senior of
Clemson, vice-president; and Bennette Wilson, textile engineering
junior of Spartanburg, secretarytreasurer.
Eighteen members of the faculty of the Clemson School of Textiles and four others in textile
work on the campus belong to
the fraternity in addition to topranking students majoring in the
field of textiles.

Six Are Being
Initiated Into
Mu Beta Psi
Recently selected members of
Mu Beta Psi, national hoporary
music fraternity, who are undergoing informal initiation this
week include: J. W. Philips, textil engineering major of Timmonsville; R. B. Plowden, textile engineering major of Sumter;
M. D. Shull, dairy major of Wagener; J. E. Greene, animal husbandry major of Greenville; L.
E. Fersner, textile manufacturing
major of Orangeburg; and G. N.
Harris, textile chemistry major
of Rock Hill. The new members were selected last Wednesday night along with two honorary members, Robert E. Lovett,
head of the music department,
and John C. Edwards, assistant
professor of textiles.
The formal initiation will take
place on Friday night, October 10.
The club officers are as follows: President, J. E. Major of
Pahokee, Florida; vice-president,
vice-president, J. C. Few of York;
secretary, R. W. Duke, of Kingstree, and treasurer, C. W. Howie
of Florence.

issue which will be sent to those
who have not renewed their
subscriptions.
It is hopea that IPTAY members and all former subscribers will renew their subscriptions now so they will avoid
missing an issue of The Tiger.
The subscription rate is $2.00
per year and may be remitted
to Box 269, Clemson, S. C.

Jungaleers To Be
Best Yet; Will
Play For Cotton Ball
George Brockenbrough, leader
of the Jungaleers, announced recently that this year's edition of
the campus dance orchestra will
be among the best in Clemson's
history. He based his announcement on the fact that the band
this year has a nucleus of expe
rienced men.
The majority of the following
men have two or three years experience with the band: C. E.
Jones, C. F. Boone, J. C. Few, G.
B. Brockenbrough, C. W. Culler,
L. E. Fersner, R. L. Wyatt, J. E.
Major, and D. E. Peterson.
Among the additions to the 14piece orchestra are Jimmy Burns,
trumpet; Mack McDaniels, tenor;
David Gentry, trombone; Jim
Hindman, bass; and Art Watson,
lead sax. Vocalist will, be Miss
Carrie Unthank of Greenville,
who sang with the orchestra last
year.
The band will play its first en
gagement of the year on Satur
day night, October 18, at the
Cotton Bal' to be held in the Sa>
ber Room of the Clemson House.

William O'Byrne, an electrical
engineering senior of Easley, was
the recipient of a $500 scholarship
given by the General Electric
Corporation. Patrick N. Wise, Jr.,
a mechanical engineering senior
from Vaucluse, and Jerry E.
Dempsey, a mechanical engineering janior from Drayton, were
awarded $600 scholarships by the
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation.
O'Byrne. won the GE award
in competition with seniors from
thirteen colleges and universities in the southeastern part of
the United States, majoring in
electrical, industrial, aeronautical, chemical, or mechanical
engineering.
A selection committee presented
O'Byrne the award on the basis
of scholarship, extra - curricular
activities, membership in honor
societies, recommendations and
need.
An exceptional student, he had
previously won the Tau Beta Pi
award as the sophomore in engineering having the highest scholastic record and the American Institute of Electrical Engineers
Award as the junior in electrical
engineering having the highest
scholastic record.
A married man with two children, he commutes to the campus
each day from his home at Easley,
eighteen miles away.
Wise and Dempsey are the first
two students at Clemson to win
the Fiberglas scholarships. The
college has been added to the list
of institutions of higher learning
offering Fiberglas Textile Division Scholarships as a result of the
new plant which the company has
built at Anderson.
Similar scholarships have been
in effect at N. C. State College,
Philadelphia Textile Institute and
the Lowell Textile Institute.
Eligibility requirements for
the Fiberglas scholarship limit
the candidate selection to architectural, chemical, civil, electrical, mechanical, or textile engineering majors. Topping the
list of qualifications is extracurricular activities both on and
off the campus.
The committee making the selection included Dr. J. H. Sams,
dean of Engineering; Dr. H. M.
Brown, dean of Textiles; and K.
N. Vickery, director of admissions,
from the college staff. Fiberglas
representatives were G. S. McElroy, manager, and H. G. Humphries, personnel director, of the Anderson plant.
Both Wise and Dempsey were
recently selected for membership
in the Clemson chapter of Blue
Key, national leadership fraternity. Dempsey last year was the
winner of a Higglns Engineering
Scholarship. Under the Fiberglas
plan the junior awardee will be
offered a summer job with the
company, but there is no obligation for him to accept this or fulltime employment following his selection.

Carolina Ticket
Information
Is Released
Seniors may begin picking
up Carolina tickets and date
tickets Friday, October 10, at
8:30 a. m., according to Walter
Cox, ticket manager. All senior
tickets must be obtained by 6
p. m., Monday, October 13.
There will be a meeting of
the junior, sophomore, and
freshman classes at 7 p. m.,
Monday, October 13, in the
College Auditorium. Plans for
distributing Carolina date tickets to these classes will be
made at this time.
Juniors who are eligible may
pick up date tickets between
the hours of 8:30 a. m. and 6
p. m., Tuesday, October 14.
Sophomores eligible for date
tickets may secure them Wednesday, October 15, from 8:00
a. m. to 6 p. m.
Freshmen who are eligible
should pick up date tickets
from 8:30 a. m. to 6 p. m.,
Thursday; October 16.
No student will be able to
secure a date ticket except at
the above specified times;
however, each student may
pick up his own ticket until 12
noon Saturday, October 18.
Season date ticket holders
drawing Carolina date tickets
must secure them with their
class.
The price of date tickets for
the Carolina game is $4.80.
The ticket office in the Field
House is open week days from
8:30 a. m. to 6 p. m.. and on
Saturday from 8:30 a. m. to 12
noon.

Executive Sergeants
Hold First Meeting;
Elect New Officers
The Executive Sergeants Club
held its first meeting of the year
earlier this week and elected the
following
officers:
President,
John T. Gibbs, mechanical engineering junior of North Augusta;
vice-president, W. E. Webb, civil
engineering junior of Brunson;
secretary, S. B. Murphree, civil
engineering junior of Troy, Alabama; and treasurer, B. K.
Chreitzberg, textile manufacturing junior of Williamston.
At the next semi-monthly
meeting the organization will
adopt such projects as will be
beneficial to the entire corps of
cadets.

A real-life Cinderella story Is
that of Roberta Peters, the lovely
young coloratura soprano, who, on
November 17,. 1950, stepped onto
the stage of Manhattan's august
Metropolitan Opera House, an unknown substitute fo ra I famous
singer, and, three hours later,
found herself hailed as a bright,
new star.
The opera "Don Giovanni,"
and the role was that of Zerlina,
which Nadine Conner was scheduled to sing with an all-star
cast before a sold-out house.
A few hours before curtain timt
Miss Conner telephoned that she
was too ill to appear, and in desperation the directors turned to
the 20-year-old Bronx girl, who
had never before appeared professionally, and was to have made
her debut in another role later in
the season.
When fate thus knocked on Miss
Peters' door, it found her prepared. For seven years she had
waited for that moment, and,
though understandably nervous,
she knew she was ready.
The ovation accorded her by the
audience, seconded the following
South Carolina will pick its Maid of Cotton at Clemson morning by New York's critics,
on October 17 and 18. Beauties from each of the state's 46 was sufficient testimony to her
preparedness to make her a star.
counties are expected to compete.
Born in New York on May 4,
Each county queen and a lady- Association. A local committee 1930, Roberta Peters attended
-in-waiting have been selected to headed by Walter Cox, director Public School 64 and Wade Junior
High School in the Bronx. Her
come to Clemson for the final of public relations at Clemson mother, a milliner, and her father,
judging to choose the South and assistant to President R. F. a shoe salesman, recognized her
Carolina Maid of Cotton for Poole, is in charge of the ar- musical gifts early, and when Ro1953, who will in turn compete rangements at the college.
berta was thirteen, took her to
for the national title in MemIncluded among the contest- the studio of William Hermann, a
phis, Tennessee, next January. ants from counties in this area well - known voice teacher, who
The 1952 Maid of Cotton for are: Miss Mary Russell Eleazer accepted her as a pupil.
South Carolina is Miss Mary of Clemson, Oconee County;
Since it was necessary for the
Kemp Griffin of Florence.
Miss Phyllis Herring of Easpotential artist to have proper
ley, Pickens County; Miss Pol- instruction in language, ballet,
The program will begin Frily Glenn of Union, Union and dramatics, as well as voice,
day, October 17, at 5 p. m. on
Bowman Field when the queens County; Miss Mona Ruth Loop- her parents managed to provide
will review a parade of the er of Greenwood, Greenwood for tutoring after her graduation
County; Miss Catherine Smith from junior high school.
Clemson Cadet Corps. EliminaAfter six years of work and inWoodruff,
Spartanburg
tions for the title will begin at of
7:30 p. m. on Saturday night County; Miss Betty .".bbott of tensive study, Roberta, at the age
Greenville, Greenville County; of nineteen, saw a childhood
in the Field House with Professor John Lane, member of and Miss Esther Joan Bonnette dream begin to take a concrete
of
McCormick,
McCormick form. On November 9, 1949, in
the Clemson English faculty
her teacher's studio, there was a
County.
and public speaker, acting as
distinguished visitor.
master of ceremonies. The pubAlso Miss Saffie Clary of NewHe was S. Hurok, the noted imlic will be invited to attend berry, Newberry County; Miss Sa- presario, manager for thirty-five
these features of the program. rah Terry of Rock Hill, York years of many world-famous muEach county queen will be es- County; Miss Toccoa Bailey Wise sicians. He listened to Roberta
corted by three cadets: one of her of Clinton, Laurens County; Miss sing and was so impressed that he
own choosing from the Clemson Caroline Reames of Anderson, immediately awarded her a constudent body, one selected by the Anderson County; Miss Dottie tract, although the young singer
ROTC, and one by the student Lipscomb of Gaffney, Cherokee had never sung professionally
government.
County; and Miss Elizabeth Syfan anywhere.
The girl picked as the South of Abbeville, Abbeville County.
This had happened only once
before in Hurok's long career as
Carolina Maid of Cotton will be
a manager, when he signed Metroguest of honor at the Cotton
politan Opera mezzo-soprano
Ball to take place on Saturday
Blanche Thebom in her teacher's
evening in the Saber Room of the
studio.
Clemson House. Those present
Two months later, in January,
will include the county queeps,
Hurok had his plan for Roberta
their student escorts, and invited
worked out. His first step was
guests.
to arrange an audition on January
The contest is under the direc16 at New York's Town Hall for
tion of John K. Cauthen, executive vice-president of the South The Kappa Alpha Sigma chap- his booking representatives
Carolina Textile Manufacturers ter of the American Society of throughout the country. Peters
Agronomy held its formal initia- made a sensational impression.
One week later, on January 23,
tion for its new members Tues
another audition, arranged by Huday night, October 7.
rok, took place when Roberta apThe new members of the or- peared at the Metropolitan Opera
ganization are: R. L. Ashley of to sing for Musical Secretary Max
Honea Path, J. P. Bailes of Un Rudolf. Mr. Rudolf, himself,
ion, J. P. Flavin of Clemson, G. played the piano at the hearing on
R. Griffin of Leesville, M. D, the roof-stage of the Met.
Hawkins of Hartsville, J. L. HeyHe was so impressed that two
school.
er of Clemson, J. P. Livingston days later there was another
In order to be admitted with of Springfield, A. D. Oweri of audition—this time on the vast
full standing, it is necessary that Greer, C. F. Sease of Earhardt, stage of the Metropolitan before
the student should have finish- and R. L. Squires of Aynor.
an audience consisting of Rued his undergraduate work in
dolp Bing, General Manager of
The
Agronomy
Club
has
been
the upper half of his class and
the Met, Mr. Rudolf, and conactive
on
the
campus
during
the
should have a "B" average in
ductors Fritz Reiner and Fritz
his major field. Those not past year and is one of the Stiedry. The result was a covetqualifying under these condi- strongest clubs in the school of ed contract.
tions that desire to take the agriculture. Plans are now beScheduled to make her debut in
courses in the graduate school, ing made for ten representatives January, 1951, in "The Magic
may be admitted conditionally to attend the National Convention Flute," Peters was given the gountil they show by their work of the American Society of ahead signal two months ahead of
that they are qualified to do Agronomy to be held in Cincin- time, her performance skyrocketgraduate work.
nati, Ohio, November 17-21.
ing her immediately into the front
Students desiring to register for The officers of the club are ranks of America's young singers.
one of the courses for undergradLater in the season she appearuate credit are eligible to take L. F. Lawson, president; H. B. ed in the difficult role of the
only the course in engineering ad- Stoudemire, vice-president; P. D, Queen of the Night in "The Magic
ministration or construction costs Dukes, secretary; and J. E. Hiers, Flute," and as Rosina in "The Barand estimates. Credit towards treasurer. Dr. G. L. Collings is ber of Seville."
graduation will be given for suc- faculty advisor for the organiza
Turn to page 6 col. S
cessful completion of these courses. tion.

Beauties To Vie For
Cotton Maid Title

Ten Are Initiated
Into Agronomy Club
At Tuesday Meet

Clemson Sponsored Engineering Courses
Be Taught Near H-Bomb Plant For Employees
Approximately seventy-five professional engineers working on the
mammoth H-bomb plant near
Aiken will begin going to Clemson
College classes on October 16, not
on the rolling Blue Ridge campus, but in a high school near the
Atomic Emergency Commission
installation.
At the request of these engineers the School of Engineering at
Clemson is opening an off-campus center in the North Augusta,
S. C, High School for the purpose of offering engineering
courses to the qualified students
in the area. Classes will be held
on Tuesday and Thursday nights
starting at 7:30 p. m.
Courses to be offered include
engineering administration, construction costs and estimates
and advanced structural engi-

neering. Resident instructors
will teach this work under the
direction of the School of Engineering.
A preliminary meeting for those
interested was held in the North
Augusta High School on September 30 by Dr. J. H. Sams, dean
of the School of Engineering. Detailed information concerning
these courses along with application cards has been forwarded to
those engineers who attended this
meeting.
These application cards should
be returned to the Registrar's Office at Clemson by Saturday, October 11. Other engineers interested in taking these courses
should write this office for application cards.
Engineering
Administration

covers the principles of organizing, financing, and'incorporating business enterprises; organization of the manufacturing establishment; buying and selling;
contracts, accounting, and management problems.
A course in construction costs
and estimates, covering the interpretation of specifications and
plan reading necessary for the
proper estimation of quantities of
materials and costs of engineering
structure, is also offered. The requirements for these two courses
are at least two years of engineering college work or the equivalent
in work experience.
A graduate course for civil or
architectural engineers is offered
in advance structural engineering
which covers the analysis of sta-

tically indeterminate structures
including secondary stresses and
rigid frames. Required for this
course, are completed courses in
strength of materials and undergraduate courses in structural
analysis and design and graduation from an accredited civil engineering or architectural engineering curriculum.
A transcript of the student's
previous scholastic record at the
last college or school attended is
required to complete registration
in a course. Each of the courses
listed above carries 3 semester
hours credit and can be used
towards the requirements for a
degree at Clemson. Those students desiring to take the courses
for graduate credit should apply
for admission to the graduate
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THE TIGER—"He Roars for Clemson A & M"

riGER STATES POLICY

The college newspaper is a unique institution. In some
respects it is like the newspaper operated as a private en
terprise, having many of the same objectives and tradi
tions. In other respects, however, it differs. The Tiger,
like the newspapers of most other colleges, must take into
account these special conditions:
N
* 1. It enjoys a monopoly in its field by virtue of grants
of authority from both the college and the student body.
Having a monopoly in the publication of student news, it
cannot represent any single group or single opinion, but
must take into account all groups and all opinions.
2. In the sense that the college acts as the collection
agency for The Tiger and requires by official action that
every student support it, the paper becomes at least a semiofficial function of the college.
3. Bearing the official approval of both college and
student body, each issue of The Tiger will necessarily reflect credit or discredit upon both the institution and the
students. By contrast, the private newspaper is a direct'
reflection only upon its owners and staff.
4. The management of The Tiger, unlike the manage
ment of private newspapers, is elected. The management,
therefore, acts as temporary custodian. But while being
in temporary control, its actions having a bearing upon the
financial stability and reputation of the paper during future
administrations.
It can be readily seen that the management, upon election, does not become sovereign—that is, it does not have
supreme authority. It is responsible to the student body
and the college jointly; the Publications Board, representing both, has been set up as the instrument of this authority.
The Board's responsibility does not involve one of detailed
supervision day by day, but it does mean that the Board is
responsible for setting up fundamental policies of operation,
and that the management of the paper is responsible to the
Board for putting into effect such policies.
In its sphere The Tiger can be operated as a laboratory
providing practical opportunities for experience in the
techniques of journalism, and at the same time as an experience in the operation of a vital democratic institution.
The extent to which freedom is granted necessarily depends upon the degree to which student management develops a realistic sense of responsibility.
The following policies are minimum essentials in the
conduct of the paper:
1. In all its phases, news editorial and business, the
paper should be conducted so as to reflect credit upon the
college as an institution and upon the student body.
2. The principles of sound business practices, recognizing the fact that The Tiger is a permanent not a temporary enterprise, should be followed.
3. Recognized principles of journalism ethics should
be followed, including these practices:
A. The paper should be edited in a spirit of tolerance,
restraint, and good will, both in itt attitude toward persons
off the campus and on it.
B. Recognizing the fact that it has circulation off the
campus, care should be taken to follow standards of good
taste. Vulgar, coarse, and uncouth expressions have no
place in it.
C. In news coverage, the views of every person or
group involved should be expressed without partisanship.
D. In any news story or editorial involving criticism
against the administration of the college, the official involved should have an opportunity to state his or her position and such matter should be included in the particular
news story or editorial. (There is nothing unusual about
this provision; it is an inviolate policy of every reputable
newspaper and press association.)
E. The editor shall be held responsible for avoiding
libelous statements.
F. All letters to the editor which are printed should
be signed by the author.
4. Frequent meetings of the Board of Publications
should be held in order to develop a continuing understanding between the management of the paper and the
representatives of the administration and the student body.
It is our opinion that a college, newspaper has to be
neither radical nor critical to be successful. It is for this
reason that in our editorial policy we have attempted to
reflect credit rather than discredit upon Clemson. We agree
that we have not discussed as many controversial issues as
some former editors. But we also believe that many of
the problems of the past have been settled to the advantage
of the students.
We defend the editorials attacked in a Leter to Tom
Clemson last week. In The Tiger of February 13, 1941, a
series of front page articles on Communism was started by
James J. Lever, Mitchell F. Simmons, and Neil C. Elphick.
Even before World War II Clemson students were aware
of the threat of Communism to our national security.
For what have Clemson students and graduates fought
and died in two world wars and a "police action" if not for
the preservation of freedom? As potential members of the
Armed Forces do not the students have" an interest in the
welfare of our country?
We do not believe that the editorial on "If You Drink,
Don't Drive" was a religious .tirade. It, as well as the one
on safe driving, was based on actual facts and figures sup
plied by the National Safety Council. Clemson students
were involved in at least two automobile wrecks last weekend alone. Although the details of these accidents are not
known, the increased number of highway mishaps demands
emphasis on traffic safety.
Since "The Clemson Speedway" was written in 1946,
traffic lights have been installed in town, somewhat relieving the speeding hazard.
Although we have never mentioned theater conduct
in the editorial column, we have discussed several times
the poor student behavior at concerts.
The Tiger has been conducting a poll recently, the results of which will be published in the October 30 issue. It
is hoped that the students will be interested in knowing
how Clemson students and faculty feel about the presidential candidates. The Tiger welcomes criticisms or suggestions. The Letters to Tom Clemson column is partly for
that purpose. Letters signed by their authors will be published in that column.
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A Word To The Wise On
Last Week-End's Episode

All On One Ticket?

By R. T. Dunlap, Jr., Chaplain
If the cadet corps isn't careful, it is going
to cut its own throat. Recently the military department requested that the cadets
be allowed authorized class cuts to attend
the Maryland game. This permission was
refused. But, still trying to do the corps a
favor, the Commandant's Office authorized
the approving of permits for all formations
for those desiring to attend the game. This
was done, not because the Commandant's
Office had to, but because they wanted to
do us, the "troops", a favor. *
And what happened? There were almost twice as many permits submitted
as there were tickets bought! This means
that a few men in this school of ours
deliberately lied about their intentions
for the weekend. Some few got caught
and will suffer some immediate punishment.
How about those that didn't get caught.
Will they be punished? Not only will they
be punished, but so will the whole cadet
corps. One of these days Dr. Poole will
hand each of us a diploma. What will that
diploma be worth?
You may say four
years of hard work and sweat, but there is
more to it than that. It is also worth the

Columnist Suggests
Make Clemson
And A Letters To
By Harold Owen
WHY SHOULDN'T CLEMSON BE
AN A & M COLLEGE?
It has been accepted around this section
of the country, it seems, that the name of
Clemson is Clemson A & M College, but
regardless of this fact the official name is
The Clemson Agricultural College. When
Clemson was founded some 60 years ago it
was indeed an agricultural school, but now
that the technical part of the school has
developed so enormously, it is about time
that some recognition for this growth be
given in the name, too.
It is not that the name of the school needs
to be representative of the subjects taught
at the school but at the same time it is still
rather discouraging for some outsider to
ask you if they really teach engineering at
Clemson when they read the name of the
college. I don't see any way but what this
name change would help raise the prestige
of Clemson in the eyes of outsiders and it
would certainly give a morale booster to
the technical boys here at school.
Perhaps it would be too much trouble to
change the name. I wouldn't know. But it
seems to me that the legislature need only
pass a law or something and then perhaps
change the seal of the school. And that
would be it.
If the name could be changed' an idea
would be to call. Clemson an M & A College and then not only would it be a mechanical college but it would be the only
M & A college in the country. Anyway,
the mechanics should deserve to be included in the school's official title.
THE "Y" POOL IS A SWIMMING
POOL, NOT A "POOLING" POOL
The fact that the "Y" pool was built as
a place where Clemson students could go
swimming when they wished and not as a
place where almost fully clothed cadets
could be pitched in the water by other cadets was brought to my attention the other
day.
I don't mean to say that I am against the
quaint old custom of pooling because I
think it can be a great deal of fun. But it
seems to me that the Y pool is not the
place to carry out such an act.
The pool has been used on numerous
occasions for this reason, but I don't think
that the students realize that the pool has
to meet" certain standards of cleanliness and
to meet these standards the officials down
at the Y have to go to a lot of trouble when
one of these fracases takes place.
It may not be so bad if only one cadet at
a time went into the water on a pooling
episode, but usually five or six hit the
acqua.
This friendly advice could take the

A bunch of germs were Whooping
it up
In the bronchial sallon.
Two buys on the end of the
larynx
Were jazzing a ragtime tune.
While back of the teeth in a solo
game
Sat dangerous Dan Kerchoo
And watching the pulse was his
light of love,
The lady that's known as Flu.
Halitosis

is

better

than

no

breath at all.

Tom Clemson

form of an ultimatum since there is a
possibility that the pool might be kept
Mitchell Reames
The following is a portion of I am in safe hands academically
locked most of the time if pooling there
Aberdeen Proving Grounds
a letter received from Mitchell speaking.
continues. This would require real Reames, until recently reference
Aberdeen, Maryland
"There are six trained libraOctober 2, 1952
swimmers to go get the key when they librarian at the Clemson College rians, various clerical workers and
wanted to swim. And I don't think that Library. Mr. Reames is now as- something like 30 student assist- Dear Tom:
Living away from South Carosistant librarian at Northwestern ants.
anyone wants that to happen.
"My work as assistant librarian lina, we are always interested to
State College, Natchitoches,
I just want to suggest that the water in Louisiana. He tells of his new involves the responsibility for the hear what others think of Clempublic service—that is, all circula- son.
the showers is just as cold as the water in work.)
"... The school is a state college, tion, reference, reserve book cir- From the Philadelphia Evening
the Y pool, so it might be a good idea to obviously, and is controlled by the culation, etc., and working with Bulletin on September 29 wt
use the shower water for pooling.
State Board of Education Which is me in the Reader's Services Divi- read that "Villanova never was
the
governing body of all state in- sion are two of the trained people, better, received than by the ClemCLEMSON NEEDS A BIGGER
stitutions in Louisiana, including a clerical worker, and 15 student son folks, who strangely took
POST OFFICE
L. S. U., of course. The enroll- assistants. So, as you can see, their defeat in stride. Coach Howposition is a challenging one
I don't mean to criticize the United States ment is 1400, and about half men the
ard and others went to the train
and one which I feel will give val- to
and half women.
see the team off Saturday
and its postal system because they are douable experience.
night."
^l
"The library contains 65,00
ing a great job but from the looks of the volumes and is housed in a rather "Under this department also is We are proui$ of tivese kindnessa library orientation program, rethrongs of students checking general de- attractive building which was con- quired of all freshmen. We offer es that are _shown visitors at
in 1946. We have a bud- a course in library orientation Clemson. You "S^11 )>e' assured
livery every day Clemson is really in need structed
get of $20,000 per year for books which gives one hour credit and that these are the"Sings people
of a larger post office.
and periodicals, which is about meets one hour each week. There go home talking about.
The long process of standing in line at what is spent at Clemson, I be- are nine sections of this and the This Saturday will be a big day
lieve.
three of us in the Public Service for us here in Maryland. When
the general delivery is a tedious and nerve"The librarian, Dr. Watson, is a Division teach these courses. I am the Tigers go home we will be
wracking task, and I would presume that it young fellow in his early 40's particularly enjoying this phase hearing more about Clemson.
Sincerely,
would be a little tiresome for the postal and has a PhD in English from the of my work. . . ."
Lt. David H. Witt, '51
Sincerely,
clerks also when they have to check so University of Texas—so, you see,
much mail for so many cadets.
Not too many years ago, if I remember
correctly, there was some talk of increasing the number of boxes at the P. O. UnNext week the column will connie Ferguson on trumpet, Lee
By DAVE WERTZ
doubtedly nothing ever became of this un- The first dances of the year Konitz on alto sax, and an un- sist of a listing and criticisms of
dertaking since there haven't been any no- have jome and gone, and no one known (to the author) trombonist recordings.
is much the worse for the ex- who really flipped.
ticeable additions to the present boxes.
NOTICE
perience. I didn't attend the
Kenton's outstanding numbers
I'm fairly sure that the students are in dance Friday night, but the Sat- were
"Tabu" and a number dediFor the past month IPTAY
favor of increasing the postal service and urday night dance wasn't too bad. cated to Ferguson, "Maynard Fer- members have been receiving
that enough students would be in favor of Maybe the CD A can get a little gueson," which displayed Fergue- their copies of The Tiger on
better bands for the rest of the son's talent on the super high subscriptions which are no longbuying boxes to make the expansion worth dances.
notes. Sarah's bests were "Corner er in effect. This is the last
issue which win be sent to those
while. After all, it is rather disheartening
The show that Kenton, to Corner" and "Perdido".
who have not renewed their
Nat didn't play enough piano,
standing in line for 10 or 15 minutes for no Vaughn, Cole, and company presubscriptions.
sented in Augusta last Friday
at which he is truly a jazz artreason at all at times.
night was nothing but the greatist of the first degree, and he
It is hoped that IPTAY memThe students who do not have boxes est. The whole show was very sang too many of the popular bers and alt former subscribcould be asked if they want one and the good, but from this corner, the things such as "Too Young" and ers will renew their subscrip"Mona Lisa."
tions now so they will avoid
opinion is that Kenton could
number of boxes needed could be readily have played more and the dance
Inspite of these minor short- missing an issue of The Tiger.
ascertained. But regardless of the means acts could have been dropped. comings, the show was a solid sucThe subscription rate is $2.00
the long mail lines need to be lessened in Stan had as his outstanding cess and played to a practically per year and may be remitted
to Box 269, Clemson, 8. C.
sidemen Conte Condoli and Man- full house.
some way.
SPEAKING OF CLEANING UP
While we are on the subject of beautifying the campus, the students seem to need
reminding perennially that part of the
beautification of Clemson depends on the
students themselves.
' For there are always a few students who
u He Roars For
don't seem to know why trash cans are put
Clemson A & M"
on the campus and what they are used for.
Member of Intercollegiate Press and Associated Collegiate Press
Founded by the Class of 1917 and published weekly during the school year by the students of
And just for general information, trash
Clemson College.
cans are cans in which trash is put.
THE TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper. Its claim, "The South's Most InterThere is also a custom of field stripping
esting College Newspaper," is based on circulation, comments, and general attitude of those who
cigarettes that is not too strictly abided by
read it.
around the campus. If a student would
Louis Henry - Charles Meiburg
juet think twice or even once, the Clem
Co-editors
son campus would look,infinitely better.
Bobby Mixon
Harold Owen
Glenn Morrison
The campus is the front yard of every
Managing Editor
News Editor
Business Manager
student here and he should treat it as such.
Jack Trimmier
Sam Harrell
Carroll Moore
The watchword of the college should be
Circulation Manager
Photographer
Sports Editor
"Keep Clemson Clean."

tfapd *?***» Otfan, (ZaUeqe ^4f&
By Rembert Stokes

value of the impression the men who hav«
graduated before us have made. Had they
gone out into business lieing and cheating
and taking advantage of people who have
tried to do them a favor, then the Clemson
diploma would not be worth the paper it is
printed on.
Thank goodness for the most part they
have proved themselves to be the high
quality the world so badly needs in men
and not of the low character that a small
minority of the^cadet corps has shown itself to be.
There is another more immediate punishment we will receive because of these
few. The next time the Commandant's
office is requested to do us a favor they
will remember the episode of the past
week. What would your answer to th*
request be if someone had done you as
you did them?
When a person's family sends him off to
college they consider him to be a man—
not a child to be pampered and thought
for. So let's live up to the expectations
of our mothers and fathers. Use your head
to think far enough into the future to see
what your actions today might mean for
you tomorrow.

Platter Chatter....

The

"What happened to that dizzy
red-head your husband used to
go with?"
"I dyed my hair."

A cold is both negative and
positive: sometimes the eyes have
He: "Never tell a secret around it, and sometimes the nose.
chairs."
She: "Why not?"
In the perfume department of
He: "Because chairs are tale- a large store a young lady with
bearers."
a baby in her arms stepped up to
the counter and carefully sur
There was an old man from
veyed the display wfiich included
Lenore
such titles as "My Sin," "EcsWhose mouth was as wide as a tasy," "Irresistable," and "Sur
door.
render." Quietly she asked the
While attempting to grin, ho
salesgirl, "Would you care to
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Ceryanec Has Completed
Many Hours Of Schooling

Poets' Corner...
THE TRAGIC TALE OF THE TERRIBLE TWO
In nineteen hundred and firty one
There lived the "Terrible Two."
That was what they called themselves,
But John and Sam will do.
Pals to the end, they swore one day
When both were feeling right
"Our friendship will always be this way."
But on one dreadful night,
When a storm was raging o'er the land
John said "Here's what we'll do.
We'll go down to Greasy Joes'
And bring back up some brew."
But two hours and 12 beers later, you see
They both were feeling fine.
They had the rats whistling "Be My Love"
While the "Two" sang "Auld Lang Syne."
All was right with John and Sam
Those pawky, pernicious, pals.
But then they made that dread mistake
Of boasting about their gals.
They bragged on their loves while sipping brew
And they could not refrain
From starting an argument. Who was sweetest
Jerry or Norma Jane.
It started off like a friendly chat
As each finished his ale,
But their tempers flared as the night went on
Till they were fighting "tooth and nail."
John's roommates, the battlin' boy from Belton
"Murderous Marsh" by name,
And "Bloody Bill", the redheaded rogue
Helped kindle Johnny's flame.
On the other hand, Silent Sam Spake
The sly, sagacious roommate
Of Sam, kept urging that one on
Till his eyes burned with hate.
The fight lasted all that night
(They had to cut two morning classes),
And by eleven all that was left
Was two bloody, battered masses.
They carried them out to "Old Boot Hill"
And laid the bodies low.
Their epitaphs now plainly read
The lines written below.
On each you'll find: "Here lies a man
A good, kindhearted guy,
His only thought was for his love
And for her did he die.
Now what I saw is only this,
"Do you see what love can do?
It killed the "Terrible Two", and friend,
It'll do the same for you."
Sammy Miller

SOUND
Sound, what is it anyway—
Almost a living thing?
It makes a mother sob aloud
And happy children sing.
It makes a steamboat whistle.
It gives thunder its roar,
And stern waves their belligerent beat
On a desolate shore.
It is a baby's cooing
A robin's lovely song.
It helps people get through the day,
Tells them of right or wrong.
It breaks the stillness of the night,
Shatters a tranquil day.
It brings you messages from home
When you> are far away.
I hear these sounds which comfort me
When I am feeling blue,
But the sound I love best is your voice
When it says, "I love you."
C. A. Gibson

By ROBERT COOPER

that he (oscar) really had a (oscar) wasn't the lucky boy, was
big time in Washington, and it ..c -. a.?
—OSCAR SAYS—
looked like everyone else he (osthat it is a hell of a lot further
car) saw did.
to Clemson from Washington than
—OSCAR SAYS—
■that the only blemish in it all it is from Clemson to same.
—OSCAR SAYS—
was the fact that Maryland won.
that we've still got a great foot—OSCAR SAYS—
that McMahon, Varn, "and Yarn, ball team. That Maryland is the
really "hung one on" at the game, best team we've played since he
(oscar) has been here.
and that he (oscar) did too.
-OSCAR SAYS—

—OSCAR SAYS—

that Charlie Hagan is still pullthat he (oscar) heard all about
the dope - fiend - alcoholic, that ing as hard as ever. Some people
Dave S. took away from his broth- never learn.
-OSCAR SAYS—
"THE SEVEN AGES OF MAN"
er and J. McGee.
that he (oscar) hopes he gets
—OSCAI? SAYS—
'Twas many and many a year ago
that he (oscar) heard from a to Gainesville, but if he (oscar)
But not so long at that
That you and I and every dern guy
good source about the party Sed- doesn't, he'll have spies there.
Kept thinking as we sat . . .
berry, Sedberry, and McGee threw that B. I. Miller is pretty dumb.
—OSCAR SAYS—
I wonder when I'll get big like brother
on the way to Washington, via
that Moorhead had a cadet uniAnd get to drive the car.
South Hill.
form on for drill Tuesday and he
And light a pipe, be the stylish type.
—OSCAR SAYS—
Spit 'bacco juice like Paw.
that those Washington night (Moorhead) looked as bad as ever,
We wanted to stop that Santa Claus stuff;
clubs and bars are great, but were maybe worse.
—OSCAR SAYS—
Act big like Uncle Ted,
quite rough on the troops, as well
that Bill Creighton reminds him
Wear long pants and learn to dance
as the pocketbook.
(oscar) of a rat with the extra
Ne'er think of going to bed!
—OSCAR SAYS—
that Bruch, Taylor, Wertz, and short hair.
—OSCAR SAYS—
Company couldn't get to WashingNow we've grown ugly and we've grown big;
Our wishes have all come true.
ton soon enough, so they left on that Cooper (I'm a major ,on
First Battalion staff) enjoyed
But, nevertheless, we must confess,
Thursday.
reading about Sambo Murphree.
Obstacles bothered us too.
-08CAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
that the "Old Grads" were there
We've grown, 'tis true, as big as brother,
And wrecked the family car;
in force, and also Fox and his that Dimmie McCIure had better
We're sick from smoking (how provoking!);
Yankee buddies, along with a cou- button his pocket on his pants or
No more 'bacco juice from Paw!
ple of old Oscars: Doar and Bow- get off the troops backs for not
being military. Oscar noticed it
Yey, we got wise 'bout Santa Claus . . .
man.
—OSCAR SAYS—
And never again did he come.
—OSCAR SAVS—
at drill Tuesday.
But bless my gizzard, I'm quite a wizzard
that you could tell by the radio unbuttoned
—OSCAR SAYS—
- On acting my part of a bum.
that Dave Moorheal and his Ra Ra
that the team will win Saturday
boys were there. In fact, he (os
Joe O'Cain car) thought that Wart was an- or he (oscar) will be the brokest
oscar The Tiger ever had.
nouncing the game for awhile.

YMCA Open House Schedule

A.S.A.E. Holds First

Announced For Companies

Trip Is Described

Meeting; Convention

—OSCAR SAYS—

that the "Troops" sure bought a
lot of tickets to- get out for the
weekend, and that the "Wheels"
caught some of the boys with their
pants down Thursday night.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that "Ace" Smalls isn't as much
The Clemson branch of the
American Society of Agricultural hell as he tells you he is, is he
Clemson Chapter
Engineers held its first meeting Betsy?
—OSCAR SAYS—
of the new school year last TuesAIEE Initiating
day night, September 30, with that "B" Snow and B. Radcliff
Louis F. Denaro of Moncks Cor- really pulled a sly one on the
"Block C Boys" last week. CashProspective Members ner presiding.
iers is a long way from Clemson,
At the meeting S. A. Nunnery
The Clemson chapter of the gave an account of the trip which isn't it, boys?
. -OSCAR SAYS—
American Institute of Electrical several club members took to the
that our "Miss Homecoming"
Engineers" began informal initia- ASAE National Convention in was seen with a prominent man
tions thjs week for its new mem- Kansas City, Missouri. 3. G. Mc- around the campus this weekend.
Elmurray reported on the club's Oscar's only regret was that he
bers. -4|mong the prospective farm project, and T. C. Hall talkmember? are: J. F. Callaham of ed about the club's activities durAtlanta,|^eorgia; E. E. Andrishok ing the State Farm and Home
of Mullms; G. B. Woods of Rock Week. L. F. Denaro, president of
the club, mentioned several projHill; Lewis Jolley of Union; J. ects that the club would underT. Moore of Clemson; and Ger- take this year. The membership
ald Hardman of Warner Robins, committee reported that new
members would be initiated durGeorgia.
ing the week of October 6-11.
Also, B. P. Mosely of Clemson;
Applications for the December
Professor J. B. Richardson,
R. W. Smith of Clemson; P. R.
associate professor of agricul- 4, 1952 and the April 23, 1953 adNickles of Hodges; W. L. Bross tural engineering, gave a short ministrations of the College Qualof Greenwood; C. F. Garrett of talk on how the club would be ification Test are now available at
Easley; J. A. Gaillard of Flor- affected by the fact that the ad- Selective Service System local
ence; J. A. Hattaway of Green- ministration of the school of boards throughout the country.
ville; A. D. Bickley of Newber- agricultural engineering is now
Eligible students who intend to
ry; M. R. Reese of Greer; J. B. a joint responsibility of the offer this test on either date
Randall of Clemson; and D. H. Dean of Agriculture and the should apply at once to the nearest Selective Service local board
Brock of Anderson.
Dean of Engineering.
After the meeting was adjourn- for an application and a bulletin
Also, B. A. Turpin of Pied
mont; G. W. Cantrell of Liberty; ed, ice cream -and cookies were of information.
Following instructions in the
William O'Byrne of Easley; E. A. served.
The four Clemson students who bulletin, the student should fill
McCormac of Dillon; A. M. Neely
out his application and mail it
of Rock Hill; M. J. Turner of attended the national convention immediately in the envelope
Gaffney; and O. L. Darby of were: S. A. Nunnery of Edge- provided. Applications for the
moor, J. G. McAlmurray of AuHonea Path.
,
4 test must be postgusta, Georgia, B. M. Ferguson of December
marked no later than midnight,
Brevard, North Carolina, and W.
November 1, 1952.
H. Mitchell of Mount Pleasant.
According to Educational Testing Service, which prepares and
"Mrs. Smith had triplets and administers the College Qualificatwo weeks later she had twins." tion Test for the Selective Service
"That's impossible. How did it System, it will be greatly to the
happen?"
student's advantage to file his ap"One of the triplets got lost."
plication at once, regardless of the
testing date he selects. The reThree members and the faculty Looking over the native wo- sults will be reported to the stuadviser of the local chapter of men on a Pacific island, the dent's Selective Service local
Key, national honor fratern- sailor asked his buddy: "Is it board of jurisdiction for use in
J. A. White Is Named Blue
ity, met Tuesday, October 7, with absolutely necessary that we have considering his deferment as a
representatives of the South Carostudent.
President Sophomore lina chapter and discussed ways one in every post?"
of bettering relations between the
Y. M. C. A. Council two schools during State Fair
week.
J. A. White was elected presitwo groups make plans
dent of the Sophomore YMCA
annual dance on WedCouncil at the second meeting of
y, October 22, which will
the year on Thursday, September
be held in the Naval
25.
ory on the South Carolina
Located in new building below Bank.
Other officers elected were: A.
pus.
E. Brown, vice-president; W. W.
SHOES DYED ANY COLOR
e dance will begin at 9 p. m.
Weldon, secretary; R. C. Tanner,
will continue until 1 a. m
NEOLITE SOLES AND HEELS
treasurer; and W. E. Etheridge,
ison's Jungaleers will furnish
chaplain.
KEYS
MADE
DESK LAMPS SOLD
music for the occasion. The
The Council will meet ThursALL WORK GUARANTEED
e has been set at $2.00.
day, October 2 at seven p. m.
e two chapters also arranged
vote on admission of new mem
se of the Carolina gymnasium
bers.
lemson students Wednesday
providing them with a place
NOTICE
ep.

A schedule of "open house"
meetings has been announced by
John Stanley, president of the
Clemson College YMCA, and P.
B. Holtzendorff, Jr., General Secretary. It is urged that all company commanders be present with
their companies and meet in the
club rooms for a short while and
then, if necessary, they may be
excused. Mr. Holtzendorf urges
that all company commanders and
first sergeants come with their
company and, if possible, stay the
full time with them.
The schedule is arranged so that
two companies will meet at the
same time and each subsequent
meeting will be with a different
company. On Thursday night,
October 2, Company A-2 and A-4
will meet at the YMCA for "open
house". Companies D-l and B-2
met at the YMCA for "open
D-2 on October 16 and B-3 and
D-4 on October 30.
Companies C-3 and B-4 will
meet on November 6, A-l and A-3
on November 13, Band and C-4
on November 20, B-l and C-l
on December 4, and D-3 and A-4
on December 11. These dates all
fall on Thursday nights and the
meetings will be held in "Y" club
rooms numbers 1 and 2 at 8:30.
Severel weeks ago the Vaiters
in the mess hall were invited for
an "open house" program. Others
will be invited from time to time
such as the Tiger Staff, Tap Staff,
Tiger Brotherhood, Blue Key, and
many other student organizations
If you are interested in having an
"open house" meeting, please turn
in the name of your organizations
together with your organizational
officers and give the night you
prefer to have the "open house"
program. These will be put in a
hat or box and will be drawn on
nights when they are available.

M/Sgt. Victor J. Ceryanec, of
the Clemson Air Science Department, has completed more hours
than any other man at the Air
Univer^ity. M/Sgt. Ceryanec hasl
completed 743 hours in the USAF |
Extension Course Institute of the
Air University. He has completed
by correspondence the officer candidate school and the air technical
school and is at present taking by
correspondence specialized courses
in the Aircraft Maintenance Officer School.
When completed, these courses
will give him an additional 450
hours. In addition to his courses
at the Air University, M/Sgt.
Ceryanec has completed 15 credits
at Clemson with a grade point
ratio of 7.5. He has also completed a graduate course in tests
and measurements for which he
received no credit.
At present, M/Sgt. Ceryanec is
taking 6 credits, English 101 and

Students Advised
To Submit Draft
Test Applications

Great Books Foundation
Organized On Campus;
Six Leaders Are Named

English 301, at Clemson. All of of the Clemson Lions Club.
As a policy, the Air Force enA Clemson unit of the Great this work has been completed in
Books Foundation has been or- addition to his regular teaching courages its officers and airmen
ganized and will hold its first load in the Department of Air to attend schools, and several
formal meeting as such at 8:15 p. Science and Tactics. He is also a members of the Clemson Air
m., October 16 in the Browsing graduate of many service schools, Science Department are attendincluding the Aircraft Maintenance ing Clemson in addition to teachRoom of the college library.
and Engineering School, the Per- ing. Capf. Allen, Capt Austell,
Leaders of the new unit are sonel Management School, the En- and Capt. Martin are working on
the Reverend Emmet Gribbon, gine Conditioning School and the their master degrees and M/Sgt
rector of the Holy Trinity Epis- Air University Instructors School. Davis, M/Sgt. King, and M/Sgt.
copal Church; M. A. Owens, pro- In addition to his teaching and Mason are taking courses for unfessor of English; J. G. Dinwid- school work, he serves as secretary dergraduate credit.
die, Jr., assistant professor of
C. W. Bolen, associate
Baptists Send Eight chemistry;
professor of history and governStudents To Winthrop ment; J. C. Greene, professor of Make It a Real Homecoming by Shopping at the
English; and Captain E. T. Brown,
On Sunday Deputation assistant professor of air science
Eight members of the local and tactics.
Baptist Student Union will be
Sterling L. Smith of Greenmembers of a deputation to Win- ville, leader and one of the «rLocated in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
—i i
-*
throp College, Rock Hill, Saturday
and Sunday, October 11 and 12. ganizers of the unit in crj.c~~v.Liie,
The Clemson students will be in was the main speaker at the orcharge of the Young Peoples Sun- ganizational meeting at Clemson
day School devotional period at a week ago, sponsored by the
both First and Oakland Baptist American Association of UniverHours: 9 a. m. Til Midnight
sity Women.
Churches.

,
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For the past month IPT
members have been receivi'
their copies of The Tiger
subscriptions which are no long"
er in effect This is the
Issue which will be sent to those
who have not renewed their
subscriptions.
It is hoped that TPTAY members and all former subscribers will renew their subscriptions now so they will avoid
missing an issue of The Tiger.
The subscription rate is $2.00
per year and may be remitted
to Box 269, Clemson, S. C.
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Dr. Crane Appears Regularly In
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students of Rutgers College played the *am<
inceton College a game of foot-ball on Sat"
exciting contest of one hour the Rutg
Idthe winners, the score standing «to 4.
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Scarbath Aces Terps To Win
Whitten, Jackson And Barion
Gain Recognition For Tigers
The high ranking and power-driven Maryland Terps
ripped and rolled to a 28-0 victory over the Tigers of Clemson. The amazing Ail-American Jack Scarbath was in the
driver's seat as the Terps scored early in the first period
of play.
By Carroll Moore
THE MIGHTY TERPS DID PUT ON A SHOW
At this time a week ago almost every conversation
around the Clemson campus involved talk of the ClemsonMaryland tussle that was staged at College Park Md., last
Saturday. Many of the conversations expressed the opinion that the Tigers would upset the Terrapins in the highly
publicized "Outcasts Bowl." Today, however, all talk of
the Maryland game has ceased except for an occasional
mention of the great Jack Scarbath by boys who journeyed
to Maryland to see the encounter.
Scarbath really proved himself Ail-American material
in this game as he left Tiger defenders with arms outstretched after faking a run and turning to a pitch-out to
one of his fleet halfbacks. His passes were thorns in the
Clemson defensive backfields back.
The clever signal
caller for the Terps completed 7 out of 9 passes for a total
of 128 yards through the air. His elusiveness on the ground
Was also not to be taken lightly as the brilliant quarterback
carried the oval 13 times for 77 yards and one touchdown.
The spectacular play of Mr. Jack Scarbath will long be remembered by Clemson men.
TIGERS REINVADE FLORIDA
The last time the Bengals went to Florida they returned
with a 14-0 defeat hung on them by the mighty Miami Hurricanes in the annual Gator Bowl Classic. The Tigers are
now preparing to travel to the lowlands again with a different opponent in mind and also hopeful of a more successful outcome. They are now preparing to meet the
Gators from the University of Florida in a game which
should provide thrills aplenty to both Clemson and Florida
spectators.
In the first three games of the season, Coach Bob Woodruff and his Gator squad have emerged victorious over Stetson and The Citadel while losing to the nation's fifth ranking team, Georgia Tech, by the score of 17-14. The Gators'
main offensive threat is their fullback, Rick Casares, a boy
who the Clemson basketball team met last year in the Gator Bowl Basketball Tournament and have the highest regards for as an outstanding athlete. Rick began this season at the quarterback position but was changed back to
his old post in last week's game. Rick gained a total of
422 yards last season to head the list of Florida's ground
gainers. Outstanding defensive players for the Floridians
include Co-Captain Charlie LaParradd, a defensive left
tackle who stands 6' 4" and weighs 215 pounds. LaPradd
is considered Florida's top defensive lineman. Another
one of the stalwarts in the Gators line is Joe D'Agostino,
215 pound guard. Coach McMillian who scouted the Gators last week considers D'Agostino as "the finest guard
we will face this year."
FORMER TIGER ATHLETES MAKE GOOD
In the past two years Clemson has lost many outstanding football stars by graduation who are still continuing
their athletic careers. Fred Cone, noted as the greatest
fullback ever to wear the purple and orange, is now making
quite a name for himself in the pro ranks. Fred signed
with the Green Bay Packers and is referred to as "the best
running fullback in Green Bay history." Fred has also
turned into an extra point and field goal specialist.
Ray Mathews, a running mate with Fred here at Clemson, is now showing his abilities with the Pittsburg Steelers. Recent writeups in newspapers have referred to
Mathews as "the best back on the field."
Bob Hudson is another one of the former Clemson
who is now playing his second season with the New York
Giants at one of the first string flanker positions.
Another one of last year's star Tiger linemen that is
now playing in the pro ranks is tackle Bob Patton. Bob is
now playing guard with the New York Giants along with
Hudson.
Two other former Clemson stars are now showing their
playing talents on a couple of Uncle Sam's squads. Glenn
Smith, who finished Clemson last year and carried with
him the recognition as one of the greatest offensive ends
ever to play here, is now playing first string end at Ft. Belvoir. Wyndie Wyndham, ex-linebacker for the Tigers may
try his hand with the pro ranks when he gets out of the
Air.Force next summer. He belongs to Dallas.
INJURIES STILL HAMPER TIGER BACKFIELD
At the beginning of the season Coach Howard predicted
this season to be one of his best due to the fact that he had
more depth in the offensive backfield. He was relying
heavily on such stars as Billy Hair and Don King at the
tailback slot with Parades as a capable sub, Larry Gressette and Big Jim Shirley at the fullback post and Buck
George, Don Wade and Red Whitten as the capable staff
at the wingback position. The one thing that the Head
Man did not figure on was the fact that more than one of
his stars at each of the backfield positions might be injured at the same time.
Hair, playing with a cardboard-type shoulder pad, narConttinued on Page Six
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It was Scarbath all the way as
the clever ball handler completed was nullified as the Terps drew a
7 of 9 passes for 128 yards. The 15 yard penalty. The Tiger debrilliant star scored the first dense held and Faloney enter the
Maryland touchdown and was an game to punt. The kick rolled
outstanding factor in leading, the dead on the Clemson 20.
Terps to their other tallies.
George ripped wide for 9 yards
For the Tigers of Clemson, the and Whitten drove for 3 and the
main offensive spark was furnish- initial Clemson first down, as the
ed by sophomore fullback Richard first quarter ended.
"Red" Whitten. The Macon SteamHair was dropped as he failed
roller was the sparkplug of the to find an open receiver. The loss
Clemson offense as he ripped for put a sputter in the offense and
69 yards in 12 carries.
Shown came in to punt.
The
The power driven redhead was Knoxville sophomore punted beaunamed by the press and radio men tifully to the Terrapin 34.
as the most outstanding offensive
Ken Moore broke up a third
player on the Clemson squad.
down pass and the defensive batA shining light for the Tiger tle continued to rage as Faloney
defensive platoon was the steady again came in to punt.
and remarkable Tom "Black
The Bengal squad could do no
Cat" Barton. The Bengal guard better and Shown's punt rocked
. was also honored as he was the Terps back to their own 34. A
named the outstanding defen- 15-yard penalty aided the home
sive player.
team to move the ball and ScarAnother great defender on the bath kept the ball rolling as he
Tiger team was sophomore Scott ran for 7 and passed to Weidensau
Jackson. The brilliant flankman for 16 yards and a first down on
continued to show the great brand the Clemson 23.
of play that has been characterisThe split-T wizzard continued
tic of him all season.
to baffle the Clemson defense and
The huge Maryland defensive in three plays the Terps again
wall was all and more than the crossed the double stripes.
headlines said as they rose to
Scarbath's pass to Weidensaul
stop the Clemson thrusts.
was enough for the final 10 yards
Billy Hair and Don King, the and the second Maryland score.
tailback twins of Clemson were Decker again converted and the
bottled up throughout the game as score moved to 14-0.
was the entire backfield unit.
Ken Moore ripped with the kickThe team captains met in the off to the 30 and George slashed
center of the field and the long to the 43. Clemson's talented
awaited clash between the two Freshman, Don King, entered the
Southern Conference powerhouses game but his appearance didn't
was on.
seem to help matters as Walt Bberi
The Tigers won the toss and intercepted his first attempted
elected to receive. Buck George pass.
took the kickoff on the goal line
The scene continued as the taland ripped to the 24 yard line. ented Mr. Scarbath faked beautiTwo rushes by Billy Hair and fully to pick up 15 yards. As the
wingback Buck George failed to speedster was hit he la.teralled to
gain but five yards and Clemson's Chet Hanulak who ripped to the
punting sensation, Jack Shown Tiger 12.
entered the game to punt.
Three plays later the Terps
Shown's punt was returned again hit paydirt as Hanulak took
from the Maryland 24 to their own a wide pitchout and pranced over
34. Felton and Fullerton gained for the score. The automatic toe
through the line but on forth of Decker was again true and the
down Scarbath ran from punt for- Terps moved to the front by a 21mation for a Maryland first down. 0 count.
Scott Jackson broke through to
George returned the kickoff to
stop Scarbath as he attempt- his own 16, but the winged speeded to pitch off. Interferencec ster limped from the field as an
was ruled on a Scarbath pass to earlier injury was aggravated.
Weidensaul and another pass
King regained his form as he
completion moved the ball to the spun to the 29 on a bootleg play,
Clemson 24.
but the parade stopped as King's
The Terps continued to drive pass was intercepted, and returnand the Tigers just missed stoping ed to the Clemson nine.
the drive, but Fullerton plunged
Don Ross gave the massive
for 2 yards and a first down on crowd a thrill as he plucked a
the Clemson 2.
Scarbath pass and scampered to
On the first try Scarbath sneak- the midfield marker. A cliped across the final line and a ping penality moved it back to
Maryland tally.
Don Decker's the 35 and two long aerials by
point was good and the home team Hair failed to click as the first
moved to the front with a 7-0 half ended.
Radcliff kicked off for the Benlead.
George returned the Maryland gals and the Terrapins started
kickoff for 27 yards and the Tigers their offense from their 37. The
came to life as Hair passed to Terps gained a first down, but
Withers to the 40.
Barton broke through to smear
The raily stopped and Modze- Felton and a five yard penalty
lewski broke through tp partially pushed the ball back to the 33.
block Hair's punt. Scarbath's run I Scarbath began pitching as if

the Terrapins were in the World
Series and two strikes moved the
ball 65 yards to give them a first
down on the Clemson 2.
It took Fullerton two plays to
bull over. Decker just couldn't
miss and the score read Maryland
28, Clemson 0.
Moore returned to kickoff to
20, but the Tigs couldn't generate
the needed steam and Shown
boomed a punt to the Maryland
34.
The second Terrapin backfield
unit failed to gain and the Terps
were forced to punt.
Pete Cook
returned 11 yards to the 31.
Don Wade, in for the injured
George, gained four. Hair hit
Kempson for a first down on the
midfield marker, but Shown had
to punt as Hair was caught behind the line.
Faloney limbered up his pitching arm and the Terps were at
bat again with a 37 yard line drive
to Colteryaha. The Tiger defense
retired the side and King, returned Heffner's punt 11 yards to the
Clemson 19.
Whitten blasted into the Maryland secondary for a 12 yard gain
and the Redhead gave notice that
the last man had not been tagged
out, and that the Tigers were still
in the game. Wade ripped for
six yards as the third period ended and the game entered into the
last inning of play.
The Terps were not ready to
call it quits as they moved into
scoring distance, but the Tig defenders were not to be penetrated.
The complexion changed as the
Terps gained possession on the
Clemson nine as Whitten fumbled,
but Barton entered the picture as
he recovered a Maryland fumble
to give the Tigers repossession of
the ball.
Hair and Wade teamed to make
a first down to the 20, but Shown
had to return to punt.
The Terps again • drove into
Tiger territory but the drive was
halted on the 25 as tackle Earl
Wrightenberry intercepted a deflected pass.
With Whitten in the star roll,
the Country Gentlemen began to
chew up yardage. Hair passed
to Kempson for a first down to
the 35. Whitten ripped for nine
and Hair carried for four and
first on the Clemson 48.
Whitten shot through the middle of the line for nine more
yards and the Tigers were in
Maryland territory for the first
time. The pepped up Macon
Steamroller ripped for seven
more and a first on the Maryland 35.
Hair and Whitten each carried

Clemson End Scott Jackson leaves the ground
in an effort to catch a pass from Billy Hair in
the second quarter of the Maryland Game. A
second after this picture was taken, the ball
slipped out of Jackson's grasp and fell incompfor six yards to move the ball to
the 23 and Jimmy Ward kept the
rally hot with a seven yard sweep.
The clock was moving fast as
Hair gained two and the Macon
Steamroller rammed for seven
more to the Maryland seven.
Ward ran wide and fumbled to
stop the brilliant drive and it
was all over except for a fine
bit of running by Maryland's Waller.
After Waller's 48 yard sprint
was called back the game was
over and the Terrapins continued
in their undefeated path with a
28-0 victory.
Clemson _... _ .._ 0 0 0 0—0
Maryland
7 14 7 0—28
Statistics
Clemson
Maryland
12
20
First Downs
124
293
Rushing Yardage
38
183
Passing Yardage
12
17
Passes Attempted
3
10
Passes Completed
2
2
Passes Intercepted
8
4
.Punts
41
37
Punting Average
2
1
Fumbles Lost
60
100
Yards Penalized
G. I., reading a letter in a Korean fohole: "... and therefore,
since you persist in taking an
undue number of cuts from your
scheduled classes, we are unhappy to inform you that you
have been dropped from our enrollment."

lete. Two Maryland defenders are closing in for
the tackle at left, while Clemson center Jo#
Bryant watches the play from a kneeling position at right. (Photo by Jack Trimmier. Cut
coi'r^sv of Independent-Paily Mail).

For the past month IPTAY
members have been receiving
their copies of The Tiger on
subscriptions which are no longer in effect. This is the last
issue which will be sent to those
who have not renewed their
subscriptions.
It is hoped that IPTAY members and all former subscribers will renew their subscriptions now so they will avoid
missing an issue of Tne Tig.— .
The subscription rafp is $2.00
per year and may be remitted
to Box 269, Clemson, S. C.

McLEES BROS.

There was a young lady named
Banker
Who slept while the ship was at
anchor.
She woke in dismay
When she heard the mate say,
"Now hoist the top sheet and
spanker."
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HALE'S
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SINCE 1856
Greenville
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MORE PEOPLE BUY CHEVROLETS THAN ANY OTHER CAR

STUDENTS!
189
AWARDS
LAST

J. E. SIRRINE COMPANY

YEAR!

—Engineers—
GREENVILLE

Towle, Reed and
Barton Sterling
and
Many Other Nationally
Advertised Quality
Lines

SOUTH CAROLINA
TRADE AT

ABBOTTS ON THE HILL
Grey Flannel Slacks (4 shades)—.
Sweaters
Blue Flannel Slacks
Shoes
Tan Flannel Slacks
Sport Coats
Green Flannel Slacks
Suede Sportcoats
Topcoats
Sport Shirts
FORMAL WEAR FOR RENT

r Write a Lucky Strike jingle!
No box tops! NO ENTRY BLANKS! It's easy!
Just write a 4-line jingle based on the fact that

t\as$'

LUCKIES ARE MADE BETTER

CLEMSON

SENECA

-rJSOESE.

WHERE QUALITY REIGNS SUPREME

TO TASTE BETTER!*
Here's your chance to make yourself $25.
Just write a 4-line Lucky Strike jingle,
based on the fact that Luckies are made
better to taste better*
Then, if we select your jingle, we'll pay
you for the right to use it, together with
your name, in Lucky Strike advertising ...
probably in this paper.
Read the sample jingles on this page.
Then get the gang together, break out the
rhyming dictionary, and start writing. It's
fun! And we're buying jingles by the bushel!
Hint—if you can sing your jingle, it's a
good one!
Hint—the more jingles you write, the
more money you have a chance of making.
Hint—be sure to read all the instructions!

RICHFIELD 101 HYDROCARBONS
RICHFIELD ETHYL
LET US MAKE ALL THOSE MINOR
i

REPAIRS ON YOUR CAR.
WE ALSO DO WASHING, GREASING,
AND TIRE REPAIRS.

2c DISCOUNT PER GALLON

Archies Service Station

HIRI ARI THI INSTRUCTIONS

•TIPS TO MONEY-MAKERS

1. Write your Lucky Strike jingle on a plain
piece of paper or post card and send it to
Happy-Go-Lucky, P. O. Box 67, New York
46, N. Y. Be sure that your name, address,
college and class are included—and that they
are legible.
1. Base your jingle on any qualities of Luckies.
"Luckies are made better to taste better,"
is only one. (See "Tips to money-makers.")
3. Every student of any college, university or
post-graduate school may submit jingles.
4. You may submit as many jingles as you
like. Remember, you are eligible to win more
than one $25 award.

To write a winning Lucky Strike jingle, you're
not limited to "Luckies are made better to
taste better." Use any other sales points on
Lucky Strike such as the following:
L.S./M.F.T.
Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco
Luckies' cigarette-tearing demonstration
Luckies taste cleaner, fresher, smoother
Be Happy—Go Lucky
So round, so firm, so fully packed
So free and easy on the draw
Buy Luckies by the carton
Luckies give you deep-down smoking enjoyment

COPR., THE AMERICAN TOBACCO COMPANY

dTas-?6*
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Tigers Battle Florida Gators In Gainesville Sat.
Casares Inc. Expected
Give Tigs Rough Time
By FRANK ANDERSON

pans last week.
Leading the Tigers for the
fourth consecutive week in the
backfield will be George, King,
Pate, and Hair. There is doubt
in our minds on whether Gressette
or Shirley will be able to run
from the fullback position due to
injuries received in previous
games. If not the starter at this
position will be "Red" Whitten,
who has filled in admirably in the
past two games.
In the line will be all first
stringers, barring injuries between
now and Saturday. At ends we
will have Kempson and Withers,
tackles will be two Greenville
boys, Clyde White and Tommy
Mattos. At the guard positions
will be Rogers and Hudson, and
playing in the center of the line
will be Bogie Bryant.
In the Tigers unconquerable
defensive line we will have six
men around whom the Tiger
defense has been built.; It is
hard to pick out one star in particular in this great defensive
unit. From left to right across
we have Gentry, N. Gressette,
Barton, Crawford, Wrightenberry, and Jackson.
Plugging up the holes from the
linebacker position will be Andy
Smalls and defensive signal caller
Jimmy Quarles.
Attempting to stop enemy aerials
in the secondary we will have
Peter Cook at safety, Knobby
Knoebel at left half and probably
Ken Moore at right halfback.
This is not the first time that
the Tigers have met the Fighting
Gators. Their last meeting was in
1937 when the Tigers won a very
close game by the score, of 10-9.
Out of nine games played altogether between the two teams the
Floridans have an edge on the
Tigers by winning nine and losing
two. Although we can win this
game without superstition,, the
Tigers are due to win again this
year.
The offensive and defensive
lineups for both teams are as follows:

This week-end the Clemson Ti
;ers journey to Gainesville, Flo
rida, to do battle with the Univer
sity of Florida Gators. -After the
loss to a championship Maryland
team last week the Tigers hope
to make a comeback against the
highly touted Florida eleven.
The Gators under the tutoring
of head coach Bob Woodruff have
so far this season been victorious
over Stetson and The Citadel and
have lost to a strong Georgia Tech
'earn. In these three games the
Floridans have piled up a great
margin in total offense against
their opponents.
Leading the deceptive "T" for
mation of the Gators are several
standout performers in the previous games this season. Among
these are Charlie LaPradd, a big
rangy tackle from St. Augustine.
Last year LaPradd won the honor
of being on the All South Eastern
Conference team, and in view of
his superb playing this year, especially in the Georgia Tech game,
he is said by many experts to be
a first class contender for AllAmerican honors.
The two hundred and fifteen
pound six foot three Inch defensive tackle was picked by his
team mates to co-captain the
team during; this, his senior
year.
Another man to watch on the
Gator team will be Rick Casares,
a junior from Tampa, Florida. Although Casares runs from all four
backfield slots he will probably be
called on to start off at the fulljack position against Clemson.
Last year he lead his team in
rushing yardage, scoring, as well
as punting.
Casares proved last year that
ie is not only a football star, but
an all-round athlete. After making
i record for himself in football in
the fall, he joined the Gator basketballers and at the end of the
season was picked to the South
Eastern Conference all star quintet
Tw» other hoys playing standout ball for the Florida eleven OFFENSIVE
are Joe D'Agostino and Art Clemson
Wright. D'Agostino playing his LE—Kempson
second year on the varsity squad LT—White
will be expected to carry much LG—Rogers
of the team's weight on his C—Bryant
RG—Hudson
shoulders Saturday.
Wright, a sophomore from RT—Mattos
Lakeland, Florida has been very RE—Withers
successful in making the Florida QB—Pate
line a hard one to penetrate. He LH—Hair
will be trying to plug up the holes RH—George
against the Tigers this week-end, FB—Whitten
but if the Bengals are in full DEFENSIVE
strength, it is probable that Mr. Clemson
Wright will be disappointed.
LE—Gentry
The high spirited Tigers, even LT—N. Gressette
after their loss to Maryland will LG—Barton'
be out to revenge their loss to a RG—rawford
Florida team, Miami, in last year's RT—Wrightenberry
RE—Jackson
Gator BowL
Although the Tigs have been LB—Quarles
riddled with injuries so far in LB—Smalls
the season, they are expected to LH—Knoebel
be nearer full strength Saturday RH—Moore
than they were against the Terra- S—Cook

Playing with a never-say-die
spirit, Tom (Black Cat) Barton
captured the attention of the memsers of the press box and stands
in such a manner that the Bengal senior was chosen as the most
outstanding Clemson defender on
the field in the Maryland game.
Pre-season notices rated Barton as one of the top candidates
for sectional honors. Barton began his climb to the titles in
the Presbyterian game as he
was a thorn in the side of the
Blue Hose offense.
In the Villanova game, the rapid
moving guard was a close second
in the running for the most outstanding defensive player and it
took some great linebacking by
Jimmy Quarles to edge him out.
His partial block of an attempted

By FRANK ANDERSAN,
CARROLL MOORE, AND
WATNE DAVIS

Chet Hanulack, Maryland left halfback, heads
'over the Clemson 10-yard line. Jimmy Quarles
gallops toward the camera in an attempt to

head off the Maryland flashh. (Photo by Jack
Trimmier. Cut courtesy of Independent-Daily
Mail),

Florida
Horton
LaPradd
Wright
D'Agostino
Hatch
Kelley
Jumper
Ware
Davis
Scott
Dickey

field goal enabled the Tigers to
hold.the Wildcats scoreless in the
first half.
The Maryland Terns had
heard a great bit about the sterling defender, who Coach Frank
Howard considers one of the
best he has ever coached, and
the Lancaster native showed
early in the game that he was
all business.
Barton's qquickness enabled
him to catch Terp leader Jack
Scarbath on one instance and
throughout the game he was constantly recognized by his brilliant
play.
The quickness and speedy motions of the 205 pound guard
earned him the title of Black Cat
as his motions are truly of the
rapid type.
Tom is a 23-year old senior and
is one of the married boys on the
team. The Bartons are the proud
parents of two-year-old Michael.
Late in the Maryland game the
Terps began to generate steam arid
seemed on their way for another
talley, but the Cat came through
as he pounced on a loose ball on
the Clemson nine and the drive
was halted.
This has not been the first season that Barton has stood out,
for the defender was a star on
last year's squad as well as a let'
ter winner in the 1950 season.
Barton, along with his running
mate Barclay Crawford, give the
center of the line both experience
and the needed weight and it is
very seldom that opponents are
able to make any large gains
through the center of the Tiger
line.
The versatile performer could
well become a standout member

A look at the college football roundup over the nation
shows that the poll conducted by the Associated Press
places the Badgers of Wisconsin ahead of the top teams.
The Wisconsin team took over
first place with 24 first place votes
to replace the Mighty Michigan
State team who had a rough time
eeking out a stuborn Oregon State
squad. A field goal in the final
seconds preserved the victory for
the Spartans.
California and Maryland were
close behind the Michigan team
with 23 and 22 first place votes.
State collected 980 total points,
while California tallied 961 and
Maryland rounded out the big four
with 834.
Georgia Tech replaced Texas
as the number five team. Notre
Dame had a hand in the Texas pie
as they lowered the Westerners
14-3. The Irish win moved them
from their last week's spot of 19th
place to the number eight position
Duke slipped by Tennessee to
jump from tenth to sixth, and
move the Vols out of the run-

By Frank Anderson
One of the mainstays in the
Bengal line this year is Nathan
"Red Face" Gressette, animal
husbandry major from St. Matthews.
"Red Face" started his football
career his freshman year at St.
Matthews and boosted his team
to the district title the first two
years arid to he runner-up in
he lower state tournament his
senior year. Gressette has received honors on the gridiron
since his last year in high school,
where he was voted the most valuable player on the Class "E"
team.
This year he was also picked
to play in the all-star game in
Columbia and the Horse Bowl in
Camden. Altogether in high
school he earned thirteen letters.
Besides football, he received letters for baseball and basketball.
As a freshman in college, he
played first team offense as well
as defense, and impressed coaches
as a good varsity substitute during his sophomore year.
he predictions of the
of the offensive unit, but the
presence of experienced lettermen
has made it possible for him to
devote his time to the fine art
of defensive play.
In the pre-season poll for the
probable members of the AllState squad, the name of Tom
Barton was high on the list and
there is no indication that there
will be any reason to remove the
name for the performances of
the brilliant star have been of
high class standards.
It is likely that the Florida Gators are already acquainted with
the well known Tiger star, but
they, as did Maryland, will be
able to get a closer look, for Barton is not one of the type that
spends any spare time on the
bench.

ARROW SHIRTS
STETSON HATS
INTERWOVEN SOX - MICHEALS-STERN SUITS
McGREGOIN SPORTSWEAR
ZANTZEN SWEATERS

WALKOVER SHOES

STEWART-MERITT CO.

201 North Main Street

If any of you readers checked
the actual scores of last week's
games against our forecast, it is
sure that you came to the conclusion that we did not fare too well
last week. We have no excuses or
apologies to make although there
were many upsets decorating the
scoreboards.
Of course, on a few of the games
we went out on a limb to pick who
we did and they just didn't seem
to turn out right. Our average
for the week is .428, which isn't
the greatest in the world. But,
when we think of this week we
can always fall back on our overall average which is slightly over
.600, or precisely .647.

Nathan Gressette Duke And Maryland
Heads Tig Defense High In AP Rating

Florida
Balas
Douglas
Hammock
Wright
May
Hunter
Obrien
Robinson
Hall
Long
Casares

Barton Honored For
Play In Maryland Game
By WAYNE DAVIS

Forecasters Try Again;
Pick Tigers And Duke

Greenville, S. C.

coaches came true his second
year. He was the number one
substitute behind Bob Fatton
and saw action in all of the
191 games. During the Auburn
game last year, Fatton turned
up ineligible and Gressette went
all the way on defense and
really earned a name for himself in assisting in beating the
Plainsmen from Alabama 34-0.
The big tackle was a sure bet
as a first stringer in 1952, and
sewed up the left tackle defensive position during spring practice and pre-season workouts.
"Money Bags" as he is called
by the head man, really started
off this season with a bank. In
the first game with the Presbyterian Blue Stockings he literally
wrecked the usual speedy P. C.
backfield.
Weighing in at two hundred
and twenty pounds and measuring six feet one inch, he is
one of the largest linemen on
the varsity. Many people have
no idea that such height and
weight would slow a football
player down. There is a sound
foundation behind this reasoning, but the big tackle turned
the table on them.
When it gets down to speed and
quick thinking, Gressette can
hardly be beat. Sure, all football players as well as other athletes, have to be speedy, but
there are two types of speed.
First, we have the most common
type of speed, that is when one
gradually works up to his maximum acceleration. The second

type is one which few are lucky
enough to possess, it is the abit
ity to move all of a sudden with a
burst of speed. Many players
would be satisfied with just this
one asset. This by itself was not
enough for the big lineman; he
added to his speed aggressiveness.
Both of these traits have
come, in handy time and time
again when Gressette would
cross over to the other side of
the line to stop an opposing
back. The harder it gets, the
better he likes it. All of these
points added up equals to the
answer of a coache's dream.
Sports fans often* decide for
themselves which is the best
game played by a certain player,
but seldom does a player get to
express his own opinion on the
subject. Nathan considers his
most exciting game—the Auburn
game of last year. Due to same
conference mixup, the regular defensive left tackle, Bob Patton,
was ineligible for this last game.
This was the first chance Gressette really got to show his stuff.
He made the most of this chance
and gained a name for himself
on the Tiger team.
With one more year of eligibility left after this one, the coaches
rate Nathan Gressette as a good
bet to receive all star honors and
with a continued good record he
will be hard to beat on any man's
team.

EAT AT

Sam's Luncheonette
116 North Main Street
ANDERSON, S. C.

nlng.
Seventh place Southern Cal and
ninth place Kansas held their own
and the Tigers of Princeton rose
from 13th to tenth.
There were a great many
changes in the order of the second
ten as Tennessee feE out, UCLA
and Oklahoma also gained ground
The leaders (points based on
ten for first, nine for second, etc.)
with first place votes in parentheses
TOP TEN
1. Wisconsin (27)
.1,128
2. Michigan State (24)
. 980
3. California (23) ___
. 961
4. Maryland (22) —_
. 834
.734
5. Georgia Tech (12)
6. Duke (12)
. 530
7. Southern California (6) . 493
. 332
8. Notre Dame (3)
9. Kansas (1)
L . 301
10. Princeton (3)
. 264
SECOND TEN
. 221
11. UCLA
12. Okfahoma (1)
. 183
13. Illinois
.1137
. 132
14. Villanova
15. Virginia (3) _
- 128
16. Purdue
- 98
17. Navy
.. 54
. 52
18. Alabama
19. Georgia
.' 40
20. Penn State (1)
- 38
Others getting votes: Baylor,
Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas
Christian, Holy Cross, Ohio State,
Nebraska, Mississippi, Oregon
State, Syracuse, Texas, South Car
olina, Kentucky, Tulsa, Houston,
Wake Forest, George Washington,
Indiana, Tulane, Florida, West
Virginia, and Washington State

Every week we try to raise
our average but it usually turns
out that we do just the opposite.
Whether this hope is vain or
not we will again use it as an
excuse and once more'try our
luck at picking the victors.
The contest which will probably
be of most interest to you is the
Clemson-Florida tilt. Although
most writers pick the Gators, we
of the Tiger sports staff still have
faith in the home team. This
game will be much closer than last
week's game between Clemson
and Maryland, Clmson should edge
the Floridans by the score of 13-7.
Many eyes will be focused upon
the battle between the South Carolina Gamecocks and the Duke
Blue Devils. Although we don't
mean to underrate "Coach" Jake
Penland's Gamecocks, Duke should
win this one by at lease a two
touchdown margin.
This next one is going to really
be close. It is Georgia Tech vs.
Tulane. Tulane could possibly
pull an upset but we will stick
with the Yellow Jackets and one
touchdown.
This week-end, Jack Scarbath
and company journey to Georgia for the tussle between the
Maryland Terripins aftid the
Georgia Bulldogs. We saw what
Maryland Terrapins and the
should be too much for the
Southerners.
And here is still another past
opponent playing this week-end
The Deacons from Wake Forest
will take a trip to Yankee land to
do battle with the Villanova Wildcats. If Villanova can stop Clem
son they can sho' stop Wake Forest. It might be the Deacon's day
but the Wildcats will end up on
top.
Other tilts we will be risking
our luck on will be:
Alabama over Virginia Tech
Auburn over Wofford
Army over Dartmouth
Boston College over Drake
Citadel over Newberry
N. C. State over Davidson
Furman over Stetson
L. S. U. over Kentucky
Michigan State over Texas
A&M
Notre Dame over Pittsburgh
Wisconsin over Ohio State
U. C. L. A. over Rice
Southern Cal over San Diego
Naval Station
S. M. U. over Mississippi
Tennessee over Chattanooga
Washington and Lee over Richmond
Navy over William and Mary

Baby Bengals
Lose to PC
Jayvees, 13-0
Clemsor^s Baby Tigers lost their
first game of the season here last
Saturday night, 0-13, when they
met the Presbyterian Jayvees in
the Clemson Stadium. This was
the Cubs' second game of the season. Their first game ended in a
6-6 tie when they met Georgia
Military College two weeks ago.
The Tigers used only two men
that were not freshmen, they were
guard, Willis Crain, and center,
Revonne Hunt. The PC squad
used a number of players that had
participated in the Wofford-PC
game on Friday night. In fact,
the same passing combination that
scored Presbyterian's first touchdown in the PC-Clemson varsity
game at the, first of the season,
Harry Hamilton pitching and Bobby Jackson catching, scored the
first tally for the Blue Hose in the
junior varsity encounter.
Both teams played good defensive ball with most of the
game being played between the
two 30 yard stripes. The Tigers
were forced to kick out late in
the third quarter; Lee Capell
booted the pigskin down to the
PC where it was taken by J.
Bryant who tugged the oval for
80 yards behind beautiful blocking for the second PC touchdown. Grady Faulk converted
to put the Blue Hose out front
by the score of 13-0.
The Clemson team drove down
deep into PC territory twice in
the game but was unable to penetrate any farther as the Presbyterian defense tightened and held
the Baby Cubs. Donald Rineharl
played a beautiful game offensively for the Tigers from his fullback post as he showed great
form with his line plunges. Joe
Pagliei and Joe Meyer, tailback
and wingback respectively also
stood out on offense for the Cubs.
Defensive standouts for the
Tigers were, guard Willis Crain;
tackle Bill Russell; guard, Ormanc'
Wild; backer-up and center, Revonne Hunt; and end Ray Bowick.
The Baby Bengals next game is
scheduled to be played November
14 at Athens, Ga., with the University of Georgia "B" team furnishing the opposition.

FANT'S CAMERA
SHOP
"Between the Banks"
ANDERSON, S. C.

BE SURE TO GET YOUR
COMPLETE LINE OF

GAY NINETIES
SHIRTS

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

• Round Collar
• French Cuffs
• Oxford Cloth
• Pda rl Buttons

FROM US!

NOTICE

$3.95

VET REGISTRATION WILL

GOLD PLATED
BELT BUCKLES
and
COLLAR BRASS
Will not tarnish

CLOSE OCT. 18

Clemson Book
ESQUIRE
Store
SHOPS FOR MEN
Clemson - . - Greenville

Drake's will set the pace in
—STYLE
—QUALITY
—REASONABLE PRICES
Featuring "McGregor" among
our many famous name brands
of merchandise.

DRAKE'S
Next to Center Theater
GREENVILLE, S. C.

L. C. Martin Drug Co.
114 College Avenue

-

Clemson, S. C.

KLUTZ
STEAK
HOUSE

PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
STATIONERY

Tame Those 'Gators, Tigers
A MEAL TICKET FOR EACH TOUCHDOWN!

FOUNTAIN PENS

PENNANTS
JEWELRY
NOVELTIES
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Bloodmobile Will Return
To Campus Oct. 30-31
Clemson students will be given
an opportunity to voluntarily donate blood for the Armed Forces
when the Red Cross bloodmobile
returns to the campus Ocfober 30
and 31.
Company first sergeants are
already in possession of a schedule of. available hours during
' which students may donate. The
first sergeants also have post
cards which students may send
home to receive the necessary
permission of their parents.
Once again the Bloodmobile will
be located in the basement of the
Methodist Church and will be
open from 12 noon to 6 p. m. October 30 and from 9 a. m. to 3 p.
m. October 31.

BOOK

Thursday, October 9, 1952

THE TIGER—"He Boars for Clemson A & M"

REVIEW

TRAILING THE TIGER

ROBERTA

Continued from Page One
In June, 1951, she appeared as
Gilda in "Rigoletto" at the Cincinnati Zpp Opera, and critics
agreed her performance of the role
was the best given there in all
the years of the summer opera's
Students are requested to do- existence.
nate during those hours he does
In July, Roberta was chosen to
not have a class; however, if de- sing the leading role in one of
tained at the Bloodmobile, stu- the Festivals of Britain's major
dents will be able to have class musical events—the new produccuts authorized.
tion of Balfe's "The Bohemian
Students donating Thursday af- Girl," which ran through eleven
ternoon will be execused from performances at London's Royal
drill.
Opera House, Covent Garden.
Sir Thomas Beecham returned
No students under 18 years of
age will be permitted to donate. to the Royal Opera after a tenStudents between 18 and 21 must year absence to conduct the work,
have the written permission of which introduced the Americanborn and American-trained Miss
their parents.
Students are urged to obtain Peters to European audiences, and
post cards for permission from brought her an outstanding pertheir first sergeants before the sonal triumph.
During the 1951-52 season, the
week-end, so that the cards will
coloratura added Gilda, and
be back in time for the drive.
Laurette in "Gianni Schicchi" to
her Metropolitan repertoire, as
well as making a number of
concert, radio, and television appearances. On the forthcoming Metropolitan recording of
Mozart's "Cosi Fan Tutte," she
will be heard in the role of
In a clump of dark trees Nata- Bespina.
In the spring of 1952, the solie reaches the end of her line
Shown above is Villanova's quarterback Bill
Frank Gentry. Nate Gressette closes in to aid
but is saved at the last moment prano left for Hollywood where
Brannau being brought down by Tiger end
in the kill.— (Photo by Trimmier).
by the sudden realization that she appeared in "Tonight We
everyone is alone and must seek Sing," the S. Hurok biography
filmed by Twentieth Century-Fox Howard Eleced To
his own life alone.
Baptist Student Course H. E. Robinson Will
studios.
After the first part of the
When the movie was completed Head Delta Sigma Nu
novel, which seemingly has little Roberta sang her first "Lucia di
Spangenberg Teaches Speak At Sunday
Delta Sigma Nu, the pre-med
to do with the last, we stand in Lammermoor" in Cincinnati and
James L. Spangenberg, minis- Y Vesper Program
terror as Natalie is hurled made several concert appearances club, held a special meeting TuesAt the weekly Vespers proter
of students of the Clemson
day
night
in
the
Old
Chemistry
through one event after the at such major summer series as
gram
held in the YMCA auditoBuilding
for
the
purpose
of
electBaptist Church, recently taught
other. Tension mounts until the New York's Lewisohn Stadium
rium No. 1 each Sunday evening
reader finds his nerves on edge, and Philadelphia's Robin Hood ing permanent officers for the a study course to the young peopresent academic year, according ple of the Saluda Association at at 6:10 p. m., the main speaker
knowing what must happen, yet
Dell.
will be Mr. Hugh E. Robinson,
to Peb Howard, president.
fearing it.
the First Baptist Church of An- associate secretary in charge of
Although only twenty-one, RoMr.
Howard,
who
was
preWith brilliant character analysis berta has mastered twenty leadderson.
the World Service Program of
and subtle projections into the re- ing coloratura roles, and has also viously acting president for
Primarily intended for train- the National Council of the YMCA
the
club,
was
elected
to
permagions that lie at the border of acquired an extensive recital reing union members, including of the Southern Area Council.
reason, Mrs. Jackson has, with pertoire. She speaks Italian, nent office. Charles Griffin was Clemson's Wednesday night proIn addition to Mr. Robinson's
satirical power, constructed a French, and German fluently, and elected secretary.
gram, the course will emphasize
novel -.hat ranks her with our the study of languages is one of At the next meeting, which will the meaning, aim, and organiza- talk, news and travel films will
be held October 28, new members tion of the young people's union be shown.
foremost living women writers.
her major interests.
The blue-eyed brunette, five will be greeted and plans for and the work of the various offiSTOP AT
feet, two inches tall, has two ma- initiation week willbe discussed. cers of the organization.
jor hobbies: keeping a record of All pre-medicine majors who are
Several Clemson students are
PAT'S PLACE
her impressions of people, places not already members of the club expected to attend the five-day
and events, and painting. She al- and are eligible for admission meeting. Those interested should For Sandwiches and Shakes.
so has a hankering to return to will be notified prior to the date contact Mr. Spangenberg at the Open til Midnight nightly
of the meeting.
school to study philosophy.
Clemson church.

'Hangaman'
By JIM GREENE
In her first attempt at a fulllength novel, Shirley Jackson has
both succeeded and failed. Despite the fact that the novel is not
as closely-knitted and suspense
filled as her short stories, such as
The Lottery, she shows that she
can project as upon a screen, the
thoughts and emotions of a char
acter.
Hangaman breaks down into
two parts—the first, a biting satire of present-day intellectuals
and would-be writers; the second, a psychological thriller
about the attempts of Natalie, a
«hy, sensitive, seventeen-yearold girl, to grow up.
In the first scene we see a typical day at the Waite's. The morn
ing is spent with Mr. Waite, a
domineering literary gentleman of
more words than published works,
who has decided that his daughter
ihall be a writer, criticizing Natalie's writing. That evening at a
?arty, attended by neurotics and
mlt followers, Natalie, after a few
Mcktails is seduced by a middle
iged man.
The seduction is the first of a
7
ong line of events that send her
iwiftly to the border of insanity,
She is haunted by her dominating father, who becomes a
driving force that intensifies her
shyness until she skips meals,
retreats into her room, and
breaks all connections with her
fellow students except Tony.
Tony, who is unbalanced, all but
carries Natalie into utter destruction from which she escapes in the nick of time.
It is no' great wonder that Natalie soon begins to imagine herself to be an enemy of these human beings, who now appear to
her to be dolls or insects. In a
scene that will chill blood, she
imagines that she drives all the
girls into a building, and then
slowly, piece by piece, she takes it
apart, room by room, until at last
they all cringe, naked before her.
With great relish she devours the
whole room, "chewing ruthlessly
oh the boards and the small sweet
bones."
In what develops into the climax, Tony persuades Natalie to
take a wild ride out to an abandoned playground. They board a
bus on a cold, rainy afternoon.
When she sits down, Natalie thinks
the people pressing against her in
the crowded bus have plotted to
suffocate her. Trembling with
fright she asks a man, "What is
the last stop?" He answers knowingly, '.'The end of the line."
NOTICE
For the past month IPTAY
members have been receiving
their copies of The Tiger on
subscriptions which are no longer in effect. This is the last
issue which will be sent to those
who have not renewed their
subscriptions.
It is hoped that IPTAY members and all former subscribers will renew their subscriptions now so they will avoid
missing an issue of The Tiger.
The subscription rate is $2.00
per year and may be remitted
to Box 269, Clemson, S. C.

Full Intramural
Program Planned
To Get Underway

Next Monday, October 13, is
the opening date for the volleyball elimination tournament. Each
team will be sent a copy of the
tournament draw sheet and will
remain in the playoff until defeated or until the championship is
won.
Some companies have not appointed athletic officers yet, which
means there may be some delay
in getting the schedule laid out.
The appointment of athletic directors is not so important for
volleyball, but will be an advantage when other sports events roll
around.
The Intramural golf tournament is scheduled for October
17, 18, and 19. There will be 36
holes medal play, with the first
eighteen holes determining
which flight a contender will be
placed. Trophies will be awarded to the winner in each flight.
The registration fee is two dollars and all those planning to
enter are urged to get their
names in soon. Trophies may
be seen at the Y. M. C. A.
Touch football, the next sport
on \ the program, will begin next
Monday. If you have not organized a team for your company, do
so now that your team will be
ready t» play. Fields will be lined
off oh Bowman field and may be
used for practice any day ecept
Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fri
days.
LOST AND FOUND
DEPARTMENT STARTED
A lost and found department
was operated in room 1-114 last
year and the Y. M. C. A. is operating this department again this
year. Anyone who has lost anything ■ may leave a description of
the article on the bulletin board.
Articles that are found may be
turned in and a record will be
kept so that the owner may pick
up the lost article.
Students are requested to turn
in things that are found and the
greatest possible effort will be
made to try to contact the owner.

When We Were Young
By BOBBY MIXON

1

Even as far back as ten years
ago, the old ice cream gag was
still being used at Clemson to fool
the freshmen. In the October 15,
1942 issue of The Tiger there is
an account of how the old ruse
had caused hundreds of freshmen
to run over to the creamery in a
mad confusion of buckets, trash
cans, or any form of containers.
During that first year of the
war, members of the Clemson
community had collected over 24,000 pounds of scrap metal in a
united drive to help the war effort. Clemson was just beginning
to enjoy the new water plant, and
plans were being made for the
construction of the new reservoir.
The Tiger football team lost a
hard-founght 14-7 decision to the
Boston College Eagles.
Twenty years ago, on October 13,
1932, Clemson students and members of the community were making plans for a gala State Fair
game. It was announced in The
Tiger that a special train would
pull out from Clemson either on
Wednesday afternoon or Thursday morning bearing the greater
portion of the Clemson Cadet
Corps. The Corps had abandoned
the practice of going to the big
game en masse and pitching tents
on the Fair Grounds because of
the extreme difficulty involved in
transporting shelter tents and
other camping equipment to Columbia.
An article in The Tiger bemoaned the Clemson loss to N. C.
State on a 100-yard runback of an
intercepted pass.
The year 1932 saw the establishment of two organizations on
the campus, one of which is still
very, active, whereas the other is
practically non - existant. The
Central Dance Committee (Association) had its beginnings in that
year and a Regimental Headquarters Company was formed to include ill members of the regimen-

Clark Awarded

Put HIS® safety first

Sears Scholarship
Niles Craig Clark, Jr., animal
husbandry sophomore of Waterloo, was this week awarded a
$250 Sears-Roebuck Scholarship
for sophomores.
'Clark is a member of Phi Eta
Sigma, freshman honor society.

tal staff and all day cadets. The
Commandant, Colonel West, announced that there was a very
good, chance for tlje reinstatement
of over sixty students who were
dropped from ROTC in compliance with the Army's economy
policy.
During the week of October 11,
1922, the Clemson Tigers defeated
the Newberry Indians 57 to 0.
An elaborate description of the
decorations at the first dance of
the season was given in that
week's edition of The Tiger. The
dance was sponsored by the Senior Dancing Club. The College
Gym, which was decorated in a
military manner, echoed from 9
until 2 a. m. with the music of
the Carolina Syncopaters.

CLEMSON THEATRE
FBI. & SAT., 10 & 11

"ONE MINUTE TO
ZERO"
with Robert Mitchum and
Ann Blythe
Where he goes . . . there goes
her heart! Flying with him—
fighting with him—and loving
him every inch of the way! For
this is the real thing—it's the
most exciting action picture
ever made!
MON. & TUES. 13 & 14
m

"DREAMBOAT

with Clifton Webb and
Ginger Rogers
Fresh . . . Wonderful . . . and
loaded with laughter!
WED. & THTJRS. 15 & 16

"O. HENRY'S FULL
HOUSE"
with
Marilyn Monroe, Jean Peters,
Jeanne Crain, Anne Baxter,
Farley Granger, Charles
Laughton, Oscar Levant, Dale
Robertson.
Richard Widmark is a killer
again in "O. Henry's Full
House".

Continued from Page Four
rowly missed a shoulder separation against PC. He was
unable to raise his left arm above his waist going into the
Villanova game; he has not fully recovered from the injury yet. King aggravated an old high school knee injury
and hasn't been able to run at full strength in either of the
past two games. Larry Gressette pulled a muscle in his
thigh and was able to make only a brief appearance in the
Villanova game and was not able to even participate in
the Maryland game. It is doubtful that he will see much
action against the Gators this Saturday. Jim Shirley, an-'
other one of the star Tiger backfield men, played a beautiful game in the Villanova tilt but is suffering from it now.
Jim bruised his leg badly in this game and has been in the
Clemson hospital since. His appearance in the Florida
game is also doubtful. Buck George, seemingly the one
"solid citizen" in the Tiger backfield, injured his knee in
the Maryland tilt and is not expected to take part in practice this week. Here's hoping that with the doctors and
Herman's care, the Bengal backfield will be able to appear
in good condition for the Gator tussle.
ODDS AND ENDS
The Tiger received a letter and some newspaper clippings from Lt. David H. Witt, now stationed at Aberdeen,
Maryland, and who is a 1951 graduate of Clemson. Lt.
Witt's clippings were taken from the Philadelphia Evening
Post which read, "Villanova never was better received than
by the Clemson folks, who strangely took their defeat in
stride. Coach Howard and others went to the train to see
the team off Saturday night." . . . Freshman fullback, Donald Rinehart looked like another Fred Cone, with some of
his line plunges in last week's game against PC. He has
the possibilities of becoming a good reliable backfield man
for the Tigers in another season .. . Orchids of the week go
to Red Whitten, "the Macon Steamroller" who received the
award as the outstanding offensive star for Clemson in last
Saturday's game ...

• Tuxedo Rental Service
• ' Famous Arrow Full Dress Shirts
• Pearl and Maroon
Studs and Matching Cuff Links'
Formal Bow Ties

Clemson Men Always Welcome at-

THE ELITE

"QUALITY COSTS NO MORE"

Anderson, S. C.

OSE, THROAT,
and Accessory Organs not Adversely
Affected by Smoking Chesterfields
FIRST SUCH REPORT EVER PUBLISHED
ABOUT ANY CIGARETTE
A responsible consulting organization has
reported the results of a continuing study by a
competent medical specialist and his staff on the
effects of smoking Chesterfield cigarettes.

examination, including X-ray pictures', by the
medical specialist and his assistants. The examination covered the sinuses as well as the nose,
ears and throat.

A group Of people from various walks of life
was organized to smoke only Chesterfields. For six
months this group of men and women smoked their
normal amount of Chesterfields-10 to 40 a day.
45 % of the group have smoked Chesterfields continually from one to thirty years for an average of
10 years each.

The medical specialist, after a thorough examination of every member of jthe group, stated:
"It is my opinion that the ears, nose, throat and
accessory organs of all participating subjects exr
amined by me were not adversely affected in the
six-months period by smoking the cigarettes
provided."

At the beginning and at the end of the sixmonths rjeriod each smoker was given a thorough

Bill & Hattie's Drive-In Restaurant
SHORT ORDERS - - - SANDWICHES
—Open 24 Hours—
2 1-2 Miles Out of Clemson on Seneca Highway

Let Us Service Your Car for Those Week End Trips

ASK YOUR DEALER
FOR CHESTERFIELD EITHER WAY YOU
LIKE 'EM

CONTAINS TOBACCOS
OF BETTER QUALITY &
HIGHER PRICE THAN ANY
OTHER KING-SIZE

sft-

CIGARETTE

SKELTON SERVICE STATION
GULF PRODUCTS
mm t tntn TOMCCO cct

FISHING TACKLE
MODELS
SPORTING GOODS
Lay-A-Way Toys For Christmas Nov

DELANEY'S
FIRE PREVENTION WEEK - OCTOBER 5-11

24 College Street

Greenville, S. C.
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